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Foreword

EAAE/ARCC International Conferences

The EAAE/ARCC International Conferences are held under the aegis of the EAAE (European Association for
Architectural Education) and of the ARCC (Architectural Research Centers Consortium). The conferences are
organized every other year, in collaboration with one of the member schools / universities of those associations,
either in North America or in Europe.
The EAAE/ARCC Conferences began at the North Carolina State University College of Design, Raleigh /

1998 with a conference on Research in Design Education; followed by conferences in Paris / 2000, Montreal /
2002, Dublin / 2004, Philadelphia / 2006, Copenhagen / 2008,Washington / 2010, Milan / 2012, Honolulu / 2014
and Lisbon / 2016.
The conference discussions focus on research experiences in the field of architecture and architectural

education, providing a critical forum for the dissemination and engagement of current ideas from around the
world.
The issues are progressively refined and detailed, always open to general issues and the international dimension

is expanding with a growing presence of researchers from other continents, what has been occurring since
Copenhagen / 2008, with scholars and teachers fromAustralia, Africa or the Far East.

EAAE/ARCC International Conference – Lisbon 2016

Following an application process, the proposal of the FAUL (Faculty ofArchitecture of the University of Lisbon)
for the hosting and organizing of the EAAE/ARCC International Conference 2016, in Lisbon, was accepted
by the EAAE Council, during the Meeting in Prague (January 2014) and launched during the EAAE/ARCC
International Conference – Honolulu 2014.
FAUL represents the newest link in an institutional chain, related to architectural teaching in Portugal, founded

in the XVIth century with the “Paços da Ribeira Architecture Class”. We regard 1881 as a critical year, when,
through the creation of the “Civil Architecture Course of the Royal Academy of FineArts of Lisbon”, the public
teaching of architecture began, later followed by the establishment of the “Fine Arts High School of Lisbon”.
In 1979, the Faculty of Architecture of the Technical University of Lisbon (FAUTL) was created, by the

integration of the Department of Architecture of the Fine Arts High School of Lisbon, into the university. With
the fusion of Technical University of Lisbon with the (classical) University of Lisbon, in 2012, renamed as
FAUL, our faculty become an organic unit of the renewed University of Lisbon (∼45.000 students) – the aim is
the construction of a powerful research university, engaged with education, innovation and technology transfer,
focused on people, where the value of knowledge, merit and participation is raised and which is engaged with
Portuguese society and the Lisbon region, but also with European dimension and open to the world.
According to the EAAE/ARCC International Conferences principles, the 10th edition/Lisbon 2016 whose

theme was “Architectural Research Addressing Societal Challenges”, was attended by architects, professors,
researchers and students from all over the world. Overall there were about 280 participants and 182 accepted
paper submissions, representing 107 universities, 33 countries and 5 continents, so enlarging the geographic
reach and strengthening the potential of these conferences.
More than numbers, the scientific and social qualities of the event were also recognised, which was reflected

in the many complimentary emails from the participants and now reinforced with the publication of the proceed-
ings – we believe the quality of the conference is related to the evidence of a strong local identity together with
broad global partnership.
By this we mean that representatives of EAAE, ARCC and FAUL, so from a large array of universities, were

involved in every aspect of her conference including establishing the constitution of the conference committees
(organizing and scientific committees), the boards of reviewers and moderators as well as participants.
Other partner organizations, related to the world of architecture, also contributed andwere determining factors

in that achievement, namely CIAUD (FAUL Architecture, Urbanism and Design Research Center), AEAULP
(Academy of Architecture and Urbanism Schools of Portuguese Speaking Countries) and TRIENAL (Lisbon
Architecture Triennial). As well as the organizations mentioned above, some individuals, the keynote speakers,
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who came from different countries, China, USA, Belgium and Portugal, also presented high quality lectures
related to the sub-themes of the conference.
Last but not least, we must acknowledge Lisbon, the city itself, including its people, history, culture, archi-

tectural patrimony, urban landscape, cuisine and climate, as a major contributor towards the success of the
conference…

THEME

Since architectural research is at the core of EAAE/ARCC International Conferences, the scientific aspects to
develop must be framed and specified.
Looking at the major issues of our era, we stressed (in 2014), the escalating interdependency of nations, that

drives global geopolitics to shift ever more quickly and that societies seem unable to control any change that
affects their cities, whether positive or negative. Challenges are global, but solutions need to be implemented
locally. How can architectural research contribute to the future of our changing society? How has it contributed
in the past? The chosen title “Architectural Research Addressing Societal Challenges”, synthesizes all this,
framing the call for papers. Papers were further divided into the following five sub-themes:

1. A changing society

Modernism and the quest for an industrialized welfare-society established a new standard of equality pursued
by architects. Today, extreme wealth and urban poverty coexist, at times, within the same city. Worldwide, some
nations are dealing with an ageing population, while others are concerned with overpopulation and birth control.
Can architects find new standards for such extreme differences? How did the role of the architect evolve from
the modernist period to today? We are looking for research that reflects the imprints of societal changes on
architecture.

2. In transit – Global migration

A increasing number of people are on a global quest for work, knowledge, protection, adventure and a better
life. The number of migrants worldwide reached 250 million in 2014.World Tourism is booming. How does this
global mobility affect cities and cultures? How does the traveller from the past differ from the migrant today?We
are looking for research on how architecture interacts with and deals with these questions. We are also looking
for historical studies of situations that might mirror the present condition.

3. Renaturalization of the city

The urban areas are conceptualised in new ways. Urban and rural conditions overlap. Built areas merge with
landscape and nature. How can research reconceptualize the urban condition?What will the city of the future look
like? What was the presence of Nature in the urban fabric of the past? We are looking for research that focuses
on this transformation process, past or present, and points to possible ideals for future urban development.

4. Emerging fields of architectural practice

The context within which architecture operates is drastically changing and new practices are emerging. The
challenge of Climate Change sets a revised scientific and political agenda. Moreover, economic and socio-
cultural changes challenge the role of both the architect and architectural practice. Furthermore, new conceptual
methodologies, facilitated by emerging computer-aided technologies, expand the possibilities of the design and
construction process. This leads us to question how the role of the architect will be affected by this changing
context? What are the future possibilities suggested by new fields of development? What kind of new practices
are emerging? There is a need for knowledge as to how architecture will answer, redefine or adapt.

5. Research on architectural education

Education in the discipline of Architecture has evolved, mirroring societal challenges and conditions. Architec-
tural Education can also be considered as a multitude of traditions with different national flavours. New social
challenges address architectural education. How can architectural education respond to the changing role of the
architect? How should the ideal biotope for architectural education look like? How is it related to research or
practice? Which didactics prepare students to take position and face future societal challenges? We are looking
for contributions on the emerging field of research on Architectural Education.
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Those were the questions.

In the next part of these proceedings we will present the papers, or in other words the answers, which were
organized according to the sub-themes above. When we received the submissions, we found that it was possible
to further sub-divide those sub-themes, which we did for a better understanding of the global approach towards
Architectural Research Addressing Societal Challenges.

Hope to see you in the next EAAE/ARCC International Conference 2018, in the United States of America,
in the city of Philadelphia.

Lisbon, 30 September 2016
Manuel Couceiro da Costa/Chairman
EAAE/ARCC International Conference – Lisbon 2016
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Emerging research: The architect’s personal research through
design competitions

P. Guilherme & S. Salema
CHAIA, Universidade de Évora, Évora, Portugal

ABSTRACT: Architectural Design Competitions is a growing field of research in architecture theory and
provide a laboratory view over the dynamics of the production of environmental design quality and the renewing
process of culture and knowledge. Design competitions connect academia and praxis, can bring out the best out
of architects and is a way to achieve excellence in design. Our argument, following previous research, is that
architectural design competitions reflect a procedure of research (derived from the academia but in the praxis),
develop personal and field competences, values and abilities, and foster innovation in architecture. In fact, there
is evidence that during their professional practice, licensed architects, outside the academia and in praxis, use
design competitions as fundamental research opportunities. These facts sustain the importance of the role of
architectural design competitions as an important social, cultural and professional field of research that challenge
the way we currently see the practice and the education of the architect. Recent research gives relevance to the
way design competitions could also contribute to and stimulate Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
and should be accepted as such.

1 INTRODUCTION

Architectural Design Competitions is a growing field
of research in architecture theory (Rön et all 2010,
2013,Tostrup 1999) and generally provide a laboratory
view over the dynamics of the production of environ-
mental design quality, design quality and the renewing
process of culture and knowledge.
Design competitions exist for a very long time

(Lipstadt 1989, 2000, 2010). There are records of
Greek competitions as early as 448bC, they flour-
ished in Renaissance Italy (e.g. Brunelleschi’s design
for the cupola of Florence Cathedral) and are now
major architectural procuring events to achieve thebest
design service (Kostoff 2000).
Design competition serve as a way to address an

architectural or urban problem and to find its best
answer. The debate about the value of competition
is not only about the equitable distribution of design
commissions but also about its important theoretical,
ideological and ethical foundations. The openness in
the distribution of public funds, the understanding of
design process, and the participation in the shaping
of the built environment may be better obtained with
design competitions (Strong 1996, Spreiregen 1979,
Collyer 2004, Chupin et all 2015, Rönn et all 2010,
2013). Other may argue that there are other ways of
achieving this (Nasar 2006).
Nonetheless, it constitutes an opportunity for all

parties involved (promoters, architects, public) to
improve the quality of the built environment.
In this paper wewill focus on the architect’s point of

view and in particular in the way competitions serve as

stimulus to researching and improving one’s abilities
and competences as an architect.
Previous research (Guilherme and Rocha 2013,

Guilherme 2014, 2016) has connected the importance
and theoretical background of design competitions to
the core curriculum of the academia (Malacrida 2010)
(at its birth in the Beaux-Arts in Paris) and to the
practice (praxis) of the licensed architect. The connec-
tion between academia and praxis that occurs during
design competitions seem to be a proof of Donald
Schön’s (2003) “research-in-action” and JeremyTill’s
(2012) evidence of“architecture [as] a form of knowl-
edge that can [, is] and should be developed through
research”.
Present research takes into consideration previous

data (Guilherme 2016) in order to further link design
research and competitions with professional devel-
opment, thus illustrating the importance of design
competitions in design research. It also takes into
consideration recent studies and surveys (Van Alen
Institute 2015a, 2015b, 2015c,Forlati and Isopp 2011)
that further describe and give credit to design com-
petitions as being part of a research activity within
practice. We will present, discuss and recommend
the possible use of design competitions as part of
Continuing Professional Development (CPD).

2 ANALYSIS

The education of an architect (Brady 1996, Schön
2003) is not a static endeavor that can be easily defined
by fixed and precise characteristics; it evolves with the
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demands and developments of society. It must there-
fore encompass both continuity and change to prepare
students to meet the demands of the profession. Given
the dynamic and complex nature of architecture, the
education of an architect involves not only what con-
stitutes a course of study, but how an architect is
educated.
Education is seen as a continuous progression of

knowledge, beyond any age limit, and during thework-
ing life span of the architect (e.g. Oscar Niemeyer died
with 105 and is said to have worked until he died).
To some formal extent (taking a holistic view of the

working life span of the architect) it may encompasses
three levels (layers) of education (using theArchitects’
Council of Europe structure):

– An initial formal academic education period with
the basic principles of architectural culture and
the design process. It may be different according
to countries education policies, but may consti-
tute a Bachelor of Architecture, a License Degree
in Architecture or a Master Degree. More spe-
cific skills can be pursued by post graduations or
doctoral programs in architecture;

– A second level of professional experience in contact
with the core practice (praxis) of architecture;

– A third level of Continuing Professional Develop-
ment.

We will elaborate on how architectural design com-
petitions in practice (in the second level of educa-
tion) may constitute a proof of architectural research
thus providing a valuable contribution to continuous
education (third level of education).

2.1 Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA),
established in 1838, oversees “the advancement of
architecture and the promotion of the acquirement
of the knowledge of the Arts and Sciences connected
therewith” (RIBA 2009). RIBA has helped to develop
and apply research-based knowledge of RIBA mem-
bers, chartered practices and schools of architecture in
order to promote links between practice and academia.
In order to do so, it has defined key work areas, annual
research themes. The objective is to “raise awareness
among practitioners of the benefits, both intellectual
and economic, of research in practice” (Anon. 2016).
Continuing Professional Development is beneficial

for you as an individual, as well as to the profession
as a whole, as it offers an assurance to the public
the professional is up-to-date with the latest indus-
try developments and innovations (Tyler 2016a). CPD
enlarges the already acquired academic competences
with other newer, recent and potentially more creative
knowledge.
To the Architect’s Council of Europe “Continuing

Professional Development (CPD) for architects is, at
European level, of professional and public interest. Its
necessity has been affirmed in directives of the Euro-
pean Union and its relevance is even greater in the

enlarged European Union. As the diversity of training
and practice has increased, CPD has become a nec-
essary obligation for practicing architects and for the
organizations that represent them.” (ACE 2006)
CPD is mandatory for allAIA (US) and RIBA (GB)

members and is described by Joni Tyler (Head of CPD
at RIBA) as being “any learning you do under your
own initiative, whether structured or informal. It’s
CPD you arrange, rather than CPD we bring you.”
(Tyler 2016b) As a chartered member, architects are
obliged each year to:

– Undertake at least 35 hours of CPD. These are the
minimum amount of time you need to spend each
year maintaining your competence;

– Undertake at least 20 of the required 35 hours from
the ten topics in the RIBA CPD Core Curricu-
lum (around two hours per topic per year). This
is considered formal CPD;

– Award at least 100 learning points to the individual
CPD activities you carry out.Assigning points rep-
resents your assessment of what you got out of the
CPD activity, and will be the result of the time you
spent reflecting on relevant subjects.

– Gain at least half of your CPD from structured
learning activities, unless your circumstances pre-
vent it;

– Record CPD activities.

CPD is considered to be a creative learning tool,
and any activity from which you can learn – as long
as it’s relevant to the practice or business of archi-
tecture and contributes towards maintaining practice’s
competence – could count as CPD (Tyler, 2016c). As
long one learns from the activity and it influences your
professionalism and competence, despite the medium,
you may be doing your CPD.
This is a recent profound change over the strict

way of formal learning and is linked to professional
ethics and to the diversity of competences, attitudes
and knowledges needed for the architect. It is the
architect’s responsibility to attend to its needs for con-
tinuing professional development in order to honor its
social commitments to the common good and to the
profession or art itself.
According to ACE (2006) “CPD aims to deliver to

architects a means to maintain and improve their per-
sonal culture, practice and competence and to update
their knowledge regarding arts, science and technol-
ogy, where there is permanent evolution, with due
regard for the aesthetic, social and legal regulation
of their activities.” According to Joni Taylor (20161,
2016c) unformal learning (outside the minimum 20
hours formal learning and up to 35 hours) can be
found in:

– Doing some online or distance learning;
– Working towards an additional relevant qualifica-
tion;

– Attending local or community courses;
– Bringing CPD or training expertise in house;
– Attending a conference or workshop;
– Listening to podcasts or watch webcasts;
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– Engaging in knowledge transfer;
– Attending industry trade shows and exhibitions;
– Undertaking research: informal self-directed
research, formal research, or research in practice;

– Or any other informal activities, such as: read-
ing, going on study tours, volunteering, siting on
committees, blogging, having discussions on social
media, mentoring, visiting exhibitions, learning
from colleagues, being a school governor, engaging
in reconstruction or disaster relief.

The most important question is in fact how you
reflect on learning from your experiences and increase
your professional knowledge and skills to your bene-
fit, as well as that of your staff, business, clients and
future.
This subject is deeply covered by Donald Schön

(2003) with the notions of reflection-in-action, and
reflection-on-action. First it involves looking at the
experiences, connecting them with our feelings and
attending to our theories in use. It entails building
new understandings to inform the actions in the sit-
uation that is unfolding. Then testing out the theories
or leading ideas and allowing to developing further
responses and moves. The act of reflecting-on-action
enables spending time exploring why one acted as one
did, what was happening in a group and so on. In so
doing new sets of questions and ideas are developed
about the activities and the practice.
Thus learning, reflection and change appear to pro-

vide opportunities for professional development in
praxis, to both ACE, RIBA and AIA.

2.2 Architectural research

Jeremy Till’s position paper on What is architectural
research? for RIBA Research Committee (2005) has
become theoretically inspiring for those discussing
whether by architectural research we mean research
about architecture, research through architecture or
research for architecture. These three categories, bor-
rowed from the least known Christopher Frayling’s
pamphlet on Research in Art and Design (1993),
describe a general theory of design in which the task
of solving the problems involves conceptualization
and explicit knowledge adaptation to individual design
experience.
Ken Friedmen (2008) discusses experience and

inquiry stating that “tacit knowledge is valuable”
and “central to all human activity, and the back-
ground of embodied individual and social knowledge
provides the existential foundation of all activities,
including intellectual inquiry.” (2008, p. 157) Even
though ancient sciences, that have successfully linked
empirical observation with inventing theorizing (e.g.
Copernicus, Galileo, Newton and others) thru hypo-
thetical and deductive thinking, apparently seem to be
less useful in providing useful theories and end up
by being scorned by modern science, they constitute
the fundamentals of tacit knowledge. Friedman states
that “all knowledge, science and practice rely on rich

cycles of knowledge management moving from tacit
knowledge to explicit and back again. While the craft
tradition of design has relied more on tacit knowledge
than on explicit knowledge, it is time to consider the
explicit ways in which we can build design theory.”
(2008, p. 158).
Some authors (Groat andWang 2013, Salama 2015)

argument that we are familiar with forms of historical
and theoretical research about architecture and with
the improvement of architectural and design practice
as the focus of design research by design practitioners
and theorists. However, research through architecture
presents us systemic doubts about its methods and
legitimacy.
AlsoAlbenaYaneva (2005), followingOMA’sWhit-

ney project presents the hypothesis of research in
practice and with the project at hand.
Current practices at a research PhD program in

architecture in the University of Évora (Salema et all
2014) sustain the possibility that the “project (as a
methodology, a process of knowledge or simulation of
a ‘hypothesis’) could be part of an advanced research
in architecture” (p. 471) in academia doctoral pro-
grams. The project is the subject and the result of
the research thesis, and the opportunity of the project
is motivating and nurturing the academic scientific
research.

2.3 Design competitions

Design Competitions are one of the oldest forms
for selecting one architect or one project amongst
others.“Architectural design competitions are quality-
based, project-orient selection procedures to procure
architectural services. Quality based means that the
decisions are made on basis of the quality of the sub-
mitted proposal. It is the opposite of a quantity-based,
or even solely price-based, decision. Project-oriented
means that the decisions are based on expectations for
the future, as the basis is the upcoming project, and
not on past achievements (as in the case of a team-
based selection procedure).” (Forlati and Isopp 2011,
p.274).
The submitted entry is part of an educated hypoth-

esis to the solution of the problem posed by the com-
petition brief by the author. It is an individual research
(Guilherme & Rocha 2013), sometimes pursued over
several design competitions or projects (e.g. Souto de
Moura’s Salzburg Hotel (1987/89) The Bank (1993),
andTheBurgoTower (1991/95 Phase 1; 2003/04 Phase
2; 2007 Construction)) but using the supposed sci-
entific method of the academic atelier competition
first seen at the Beaux-Arts (Malacrida 2010), never
deeply refuted as the atelier’s way to teach architecture
between the enlightened teacher/celebrated master
architect and the apprentice (Guilherme 2014). The
jury system, and the concurrent projects from others
challenge the commitment and ideas reaffirming that
architecture is not practiced in isolation, but a public
art, with public and social responsibilities.
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Competitions“are favored by professionals mainly
by its symbolic (social, cultural and professional) cap-
ital (Stevens, 1998) as they reflect one’s opportunity
to prove one’s abilities and ascend to those whose
dominancy in profession is unquestioned. The main
architectural universities (academia) function is to
produce professional architects (Stevens, 1995), and to
do so it has to reproduce the ways of an architect, and
the consecratedprivileges of the class.Theparallel dis-
cussion at universities is the production of knowledge
and ways to relate with the profession (praxis). Com-
petitions provide a place and a time when both worlds
unite, were the student is expected to learn an impor-
tant lesson on the status of the architect and learning
at the same time, and were the professional reunites,
once again, his practice with research.” (Guilherme
2014).
Competitions have been the base pedagogic process

for the transmission of symbolic capital by masters
to pupils under an organized system of implicit pro-
fessional knowledge. Competitions ensure that the
fundamental hierarchy of themembers of the academia
(the teachers and juries:who definedwhat good art and
architecture was) and those that would ascend to it (the
students: who were prized and hence were the good
artists and architects) and perpetuated a secular way to
ascend to stardom. We believe architectural competi-
tions provide an opportunity to research in architecture
in order to present (using predetermined models and
mediums) one’s research and its conclusions (state-
ments). Each personal architectural research is in fact
subjected to an informal (unstated) merit competition
(were the teachers take the part of clients, sponsors
and juries), to a peer evaluation, in order to prove its
author’s right to, step by step, become a graduated
architect. The research is validated by the competi-
tion and assures the originality of the research, its
significance and rigor.
Therefore, as previously argued, competitions are

opportunities for research (Guilherme & Rocha 2013)
and have been used by the academia to foster devel-
opment in knowledge (Guilherme 2014), thus we
firmly believe design competitionsmay also constitute
research in architecture outside the academia.

2.4 The wonderland manual for emerging
architects

Wonderland – platform for European architecture is
a Vienna (Austria) based network for young Europe-
oriented architecture practices aiming experience,
information and knowledge exchange.

Wonderland takes part in collaboration projects
with international teams to foster inter-European
exchange, organizes Project Spaces, Blind Dates and
Symposiums, conducts research on current challenges
and approaches in the field of architecture as well as
urban planning and shares results with members and
the public by means of exhibitions and publications.
It is an expanding network and is strengthening their
presence in Europe.

Wonderland published in collaboration with A10
three thematic numbers previous to the Manual for
Emerging Architects: How to Establish and Run an
Architecture Practice in Europe in 2012. This “accel-
erating [of] the exchange of information among young
architects in Europe” (Forlati and Isopp 2011) is a
speculative manual for reaching to a higher degree of
social statuswithin architectural symbolic capital.This
manual explains the profession to the young profes-
sionals. It includes a coherent amount of information
and poll-based surveys on how to conceive, establish,
develop and run an architectural practice today.
After addressing how to get started, and making

mistakes – an important part of being creative, of acci-
dental innovation and by stating trial and error as a
fundamental method of solving problems – the authors
affirm the importance of being public, being special-
ized or making competitions (Forlati and Isopp 2011,
p.269–328). Forlatti further develops:

“Taking part in a competition is about testing
one’s abilities outside a predefined setting of
personal connections, nationality, office size,
or gender. It is about experimenting and devel-
oping a personal vision much more directly
than in the usual architect-client relationship.
And winning a competition is much more than
just getting a job! It is about the possibility of
growing big in a day, of shortcutting years of
slow growth, or of jumping scale in the size
of projects the practice deals with, of getting
a footing in a different national context, of spe-
cializing. And finally it is about publicity and
recognition in and beyond the professional con-
text – from colleagues to the general public.”
(Forlati and Isopp 2011, p.271)

According toWonderlands’ pole-based surveys, an
average practice in Europe does around 3 competitions
and invests around 2000 hours per year. It achieves a
ratio of 4 out of 10 returns of some kind, 2 wins and
2 other prizes, but only one gets realized. In fact, it
takes about 8.4 years to realize 2.5 projects won in
competitions.
According to Wonderland survey: 83% of the

respondents sees competitions as a way to develop the
architectural thinking in practice; 84% sees competi-
tions as a necessity for clients who want new ideas;
50% uses models to test ideas; 74% has collaborators
specialized in competitions in the office; 71% is not
so interested in the first-prize money when choosing a
competition; and 76% sees the relation between work
required and compensation as problematic.
This data confirms the relevance of competitions

to research about practice to European architects and
its relevance as architectonic events for acquiring (or
enlarging) its own symbolic capital.

2.5 RIBA competitions task group report

The RIBA Council approved in June 2014 the find-
ings of the RIBA Task Group Review of architectural
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competitions (RIBA 2014). The group comprised
clients, client advisers, architects and RIBA execu-
tives, and was set up by the RIBA in 2013 to review
the use of competitions in the UK.
Key recommendations of the review included the

promotion of best practice guidance and the celebra-
tion and promotion of the benefits of competitions
for all types of buildings, which should lead to an
increase in the quantity of well-run and well-managed
competitions.
Other task group recommendations approved by

RIBA Council include improved processes to reduce
waste such as design charrettes, standardized pre-
qualification templates and additional services includ-
ing clientmentoring for less experienced clients.These
recommendations are intended to challenge both the
quantity and the quality of competitions run in Eng-
land.RIBAhas extensive experience in delivering high
quality and significant competitions and competitive
selection processes. By doing so, it also manages to
impose architects as those best suited and responsi-
ble for obtaining high architectural quality among the
profession.
RIBA Competitions standards include principles of

openness, fairness and transparency, as well as pro-
tection of copyright, honoraria payments to reflect the
amount of design work required, efficient processes
including use of digital entry, judging composition,
involvement of independent client adviser, and feed-
back to competitors. These standards are consolidated
with a service to approve and promote qualifying third-
party competitions. The main recommendations from
the task group were (RIBA 2014, pp.14–16):

– Celebrate and promote the benefits of competi-
tions;

– Increase the quantity of well-managed, well-
regulated competitions;

– Provide best practice guidance and support to
clients;

– Promote best practice and continuous improvement
to processes;

– Influence the standards of other competition
providers.
During a wider consultation a majority (11/3)

responses (RIBA 2014, p. 27) led the Task Group to
recommend that “Competition entries should count
towards an architect’s CPD requirement”. In fact,
there was an overall idea that competitions could be
part or research or training, in particular when new
knowledge could be obtained. However, when com-
petitions were only seen as a repeated procuring tool,
respondents felt no development could arise, giving
credit to the idea of design competitions being directed
to major events or uncommon problems and not to
ordinary problems.
This relevance is quite clear in relation to key

professional development supplementing CPD Core
Curriculum, which is the main CPD Study Guide, and
is comprised of 10 subjects: (1) Being safe health
and safety; (2) Climate: sustainable architecture;
(3) External management: clients, users and delivery

of services; (4) Internal management: professional-
ism, practice, business+management; (5) Compli-
ance: legal, regulatory and statutory frameworks and
processes; (6) Procurement and contracts; (7) Design-
ing and building it: design, construction, technology
and engineering; (8) Where people live: communi-
ties, urban+ rural design and the planning process;
(9) Context: the historic environment and its setting;
and (10) Access for all: universal/inclusive design.
By including competitions as unformal CPD the

TaskGroupwould be providing a placewhere all could
be tested in the form of a research hypothesis, thus
enabling a potential research.
The competition would then become a research

experience and therefore would constitute an even
greater place for providing the public service RIBA
wishes architects could do. By including or selecting
competitions as an unformal CPD, British architects
would have to work not only to win the commission
(and therefore use design competitions as procure-
ment), but also make competitions a place to research
(therefore making competitions more innovative
oriented).

2.6 The Van Alen survey

More recentlyArchitectural Record andVanAlen Insti-
tute (2015a, 2015b, 2016), with support from the
Graham Foundation, systematically gathered input on
what motivates designers to enter competitions, what
they love and hate about the process, and their sugges-
tions for how to make them work better. They released
the results with more than 1,400 participations from
65 nations worldwide.
Key findings (Van Alen Institute 2015a) from the

anonymous responses highlight some of the most
interesting headlines from the survey:

– Designers enter competitions so they can work
more creatively than they would be able to in
everyday practice, and explore new topics, ideas,
collaborations, and skill sets outside of typical con-
straints. Respondents indicated that the top three
reasons for entering competitions are 1) the oppor-
tunity to experiment (57,0% of survey entrants); 2)
an interesting issue (54,9%); and 3) an opportunity
to gain publicity (39,0%).

– The lack of compensation for time and resources
spent is a primary limitation to designers partici-
pating in competitions. Respondents indicated that
the top three limitations to participating in competi-
tions are 1) lack of compensation for time/resources
spent (78,6%); 2) low probability of winning
(29,4%); and3) noor lowchanceof implementation
(28,6%).

– Respondents indicated a desire for more feedback
(48%). This is especially crucial among students:
65%said itwouldmake entering competitionsmore
appealing. Students were also particularly inter-
ested in collaborating with people outside of the
design fields.
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These key findings support the idea that com-
petitions are fundamentally an optimistic praxis of
architecture. It is the most recent and relevant raw
data analysis (VanAlen Institute 2015b) proving com-
petitions are fundamental for students and licensed
architects as research into practice.
In April 2015 a Design Competition Conference

took place, sponsored by theHarvardGraduate School
of Design andVan Alen Institute, co-chaired by Jerold
S. Kayden and David van der Leer, in order to
“review the state of design competitions today and
their impact on competitors, sponsors, design, and
the public interest. Using the lens of professional,
ethical, business, legal, aesthetic, and public policy
perspectives” (Van Alen Institute 2016d). The con-
ference (Anon. 2015) is a testimony of the pros and
cons of making competitions and a vivid story of some
competition entries.
Some of the respondents assured that “competition

allows to work on otherwise impossible issues or sub-
jects usually reserved for the 50 architects that are
known worldwide... It is the best format for architec-
tural research and learning through investigating.” In
addition, some spoke how specific competitions more
appealing to young architects (less than 40 years old)
could be described like being “[Europan] a catalyst
of Urban and Architectural Research”.
The survey is an unexpected view over the pre-

conceived ideas on competitions, challenging their
supposed hierarchy and importance.

3 CONCLUSIONS

We gathered evidence from different sources that
present the importanceof design competitions to archi-
tects and to the public realm. In 2011 Wonderlands
conducted a European survey and launched a Man-
ual for Emerging architects sustaining the value of
competitions to the development of the architect. Four
years later theVanAlen Institute has produced a world-
wide survey about design competitions which ended
with a major conference with Harvard University over
the fundaments, the theory, the advantages and haz-
ards of design competitions. Both surveys sustain that
competitions are seen and used as research opportu-
nities by architects. These researches are evaluated
thru their merit by a jury taking into consideration the
promoter or public interest. These surveys show that
design competitions can be much more than just a
way to gain a commission and enlarge the possibil-
ity of their use over other subjects of knowledge.
No matter whether competition projects are built or
not, and despite all waste of time, human or financial
resources, the prizes increase the winners’ symbolic
capital within the architectural field, and the public
attention given to competitions raises the prestige of
the architectural profession in general.
There seems to exist a link between design compe-

titions and architectural research at the academia and
there is a new theoretical corpus of authors sustaining

the hypothesis of being able to research thru the design.
There is evidence that competitions are potentially
research oriented procedures in praxis, and should
be taken into account as similar, to some account, to
scientific research.
We acknowledge there is evidence of the relevance

of continuing professional development in relation to
the initial education of the architect and to the prac-
tice (praxis) of architecture. Some countries have been
updating their vision of what can constitute CPD and
have included unformal ways of acquiring new knowl-
edge. RIBA competitions task group has further stated
that competitions should be considered as unformal
CPD as long as it would influence the professionalism
and competence of the architect.
We are convinced that the by doing competitions

an architect is researching or reflecting-in-action thru
design projects which can benefit and influence the
way that architect works. Thus design competitions
ought to be considered as opportunities for continuing
professional development and should become part of
CPD core curriculum.
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